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Abstract— The project is designed to develop a high voltage 

DC around 1KV from a supply source of 230V AC using the 

capacitors and diodes in a ladder network based on 

Cockcroft voltage multiplier concept. Voltage multipliers 

are primarily used to develop high voltages where low 

current. This project describes the concept to develop high 

voltage DC from a single phase AC. For safety reasons our 

project restricts the multiplication factor to 8 stages such 

that the output would be within 1KV. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The requirement of high voltage is increases day by day. As 

more need of high voltages in various applications, because 

the demand of power for increasing consumers is increased 

day by day. As in modern times high voltages are used for 

wide Varity of application covering the power systems, 

industry and research laboratories. Such applications have 

become essential to sustain modern civilization.  

The Cockcroft-Walton is a voltage multiplier that 

converts AC or pulsing DC electrical power from a low 

voltage level to a higher DC voltage level. It is made up of a 

voltage multiplier ladder network of capacitors and diodes 

to generates high voltages. Unlike transformers, this 

methods eliminates the requirement for the heavy core and 

bulk of insulation. Using only capacitors and diodes, these 

voltage multipliers can step up relatively low voltages to 

extremely high values, while at the same time being far 

lighter and cheaper than transformers. The biggest 

advantage of such circuits is that the voltage across each 

stage of cascade is equal to twice the peak input voltage. 

Thus, the high voltage dc generates by using Cockcroft 

voltage multiplier circuit.    There are several application of 

D.C. high voltage, in the field of electrical engineering and 

applied physics such as electron microscope, X-rays, 

electro- static precipitators, particles accelerator in nuclear 

physics, dielectric testing and so on. 

II. VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER CIRCUIT 

As it is already known how a transformer functions to 

increase or decrease voltages. It is also known that a 

transformer‟s secondary may provide one or more A.C. 

voltage output which may be greater or lesser than output 

voltage, when voltages are stepped up current decreases and 

when voltages are stepped down current increases. There is 

another method to increase voltage that is voltage multiplier. 

Voltage multiplier circuits are used primarily to develop 

high voltages where low current is required. The output 

voltage of Voltage multiplier circuits may be several times 

more than the input voltage. For this reason, Voltage 

multipliers are used in special applications where load is 

constant and has high impedance or where input voltage 

stability is not critical. The classification of voltage 

multiplier depends on the ratio of output voltage to input 

voltage such as doubler, triplen, quadruples and n-plex. 

The Voltage multiplier circuit which has the ratio 

of output voltage to input voltage depending on number of 

stages is called Cockcroft-Walton Voltage multiplier circuit 

which is used to develop high voltages in order of several 

kV. An output voltage, from any stage, can be taken out 

through tapings. In this work, the input voltage, for 

Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier, has been taken from 

the secondary of single phase step-up transformer. 

III. COCKCROFT-WALTON VOLTAGE MULTIPLIER CIRCUIT 

The Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier is an electrical 

circuit that converts AC or pulsing DC electrical power from 

a low voltage level to a higher DC voltage level. It is made 

up of a voltage multiplier ladder network of capacitors and 

diodes to generate high voltages. Unlike transformers, this 

method eliminates the requirement for the heavy core and 

bulk of insulation. Using only capacitors and diodes, these 

voltage multipliers can step up relatively low voltages to 

extremely high values, while at the same time being far 

lighter and cheaper than transformers. The biggest 

advantage of such circuits is that the voltage across each 

stage of cascade is equal to twice the peak input voltage. 

 
Fig. 1: COCKCROFT-WALTON Voltage Multiplier Circuit 

The operation of Cockcroft-Walton voltage 

multiplier is quite simple. Considering the simple cascade 

network of Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier circuit. 

Which is attached to an AC power source, at the time when 

the AC input reaches its negative pole then the first diode is 

in forward bias is allowing the current to flow from it due to 

this the first capacitor is charge.  

When the same AC signal reaches to positive 

polarity then the first diode is in reverse bias and the diode 

second is in conduction mode in cascade circuit. As the 

second diode is in forward bias then the second capacitor is 

charge through these diode. Thus, the all capacitors in 

cascade network are charges through respective diodes. As 

all capacitors are charge this gives the high voltage DC at 

output 
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Fig. 2: Positive Polarity 

IV. DESIGN CRITERIA 

A. Capacitor Selection: 

The size of capacitors used in multiplier circuit is directly 

proportional to the frequency of input signal. Capacitor used 

in off line, 50 Hz application is usually in the range of 1.0 to 

200 microfarad. While those used in high frequency 

applications, say 10 kHz are typically in the range of 0.02 to 

0.06 microfarad. 

 
Fig. 3: Design Criteria 

The voltage rating of capacitor is determined by the 

type of multiplier circuit. The capacitor must be capable of 

withstanding a maximum voltage depending upon the 

numbers of staged used. A good thumb rule is to select 

capacitor whose voltage rating is approximately twice that 

of actual peak applied voltage. For example a capacitor 

which will see a peak voltage of 2Em should have a voltage 

rating of approximately 4Em. 

B. Diode selection: 

Prior to selection of diode basic device parameter must be 

considered. 

1) Frequency of Input Signal: 

While selecting rectifier diode, the frequency of input signal 

to multiplier circuit must be taken into account. For 

symmetrical input signals, the device chosen must be 

capable of switching at speed faster than the rise and fall 

times of the input. If the reverse recovery time is too long 

the efficiency and regulation of the device will suffer. In the 

worst case insufficient recovery speed will result in 

accessing heating of device. And in this case permanent 

damage of device will take place. The reverse recovery time 

is very dependent upon the circuit and the condition being 

used to make the measurement. Reverse recovery Time 

specification should be used for qualitative, not quantitative 

purposes since condition specified for the measurement 

rarely reflects those found in actual real life circuit 

operation. Decreasing current flow in the multiplier circuit 

makes it possible to use higher input frequency. An increase 

in current flow has been the opposite effect. Ideally the 

multiplier network load should draw no current. 

2) Forward Current: 

Ideal multiplier circuit, the load will draw no current. Ideally 

significant current flow through the rectifier occurs during 

capacitor charging. Therefore, device with very low current 

rating (100 mA). It comes to micro amperes can be used. It 

must be noted that forward current and forward surge 

current rating are related. Since both are the function of 

silicon die area. It is truly speaking that devices with a high 

surge current rating. 

 
Fig. 4: Forward Current 

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The operation of this project for generation of high is very 

simple. We can generate the high voltage DC up to 1kv by 

using single phase AC supply. The functional block diagram 

of this project is as shown below. 

It consists of rectifier circuit which converts ac 

supply into dc, amplifier circuit these amplifies the 

converted dc power, The Cockcroft-Walton voltage 

multiplier circuit made up of ladder network of diode and 

capacitors circuit that converts AC electrical power from a 

low voltage level to a higher DC voltage level and potential 

divider with 10:1. 

 
Fig. 5: Operational block diagram 

It consists of rectifier circuit which converts ac 

supply  into dc, amplifier circuit these amplifies the 

converted dc power, The Cockcroft-Walton voltage 

multiplier circuit made up of ladder network of diode and 

capacitors circuit that converts AC electrical power from a 

low voltage level to a higher DC voltage level and potential 

divider with 10:1. 
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When 230V ac is supplied to rectifier. Rectifier is 

converting ac into dc. These dc is amplifies. This amplified 

voltage is given to the voltage multiplier circuit, these 

voltage multiplier steps up relatively low voltage into 

extremely high voltage values. Because the biggest 

advantage of such circuit is that the voltage across each 

stage of cascade is equal to twice the peak input voltage. 

i.e.  Vmax = 2*Vmax 

The high voltage is generates at output of 

multiplier circuit is very high. So it does not measure by 

simple volt meter. Thus, by using 10:1 potential divider the 

output voltage is measure. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Cockcroft-Walton Multiplier surface mount and design 

in which high voltage generate without use transformer is a 

beauty of the high voltage Cockcroft-Walton circuit. There 

for size of the complete high voltage circuit is small and cost 

is also less. This small size circuit gives high voltage at the 

end of multiplier circuit. Because of the light weighted 

circuit it is portable it gives high reliability. Construction of 

whole circuit is simple and robust in nature. This multiplier 

circuit is useful for a scientific instrument, TV sets and 

CRTs, Oscilloscope, x-ray and photomultiplier tubes and 

field testing of HV cables.  

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

In this experiment used 1 to 250 microfarad capacitor are 

used and IN 4007 Diode which is cascading in the Cockcroft 

Walton multiplier circuit. Digital multimeter which is used 

to measure the High Voltage at the end of multiplier circuit.   

 
Fig. 6: Prototype setup of Cockcroft-Walton multiplier 

circuit 
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